
original sound solutions



“Woodify is the result of a year-long personal research to find a sound quality on my 

flute, that would suit my taste. Being unsatisfied with the sound of my instrument, I 

started to experiment to find something that would give me more resistance, more 

dynamics as well as tone colors. 

After 2 years of experiments I developed this innovative add-on. 

Woodify is a handcrafted wooden sound enhancer for woodwind instruments. This 

patented solution enriches the sound palette of flute, allowing the player great flexi-

bility of expression and a various color palette.” - Alessandro Baticci
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AN IDEA AND IT`S CRAFT



MATERIALS
Woodify sound solutions are made out of selected woods. Each wood type 
has unique sound characteristics as well as elastic properties and has been 
chosen for its particular qualities. 
After years of experiments with different wood types and combinations, we 
found the perfect wood type to fit to each flute, according to it´s response to 
vibrations and it´s inner properties. Each wood type matched the material of 
the instrument.
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Woodify is a patented sound solution. It is the result of years of research with dif-
ferent materials, to achieve the best sounding results, as well as the highest quality 
and durability of the product. 
A special attention has been given to find the best possible integration with the 
instrument. 

Each piece is precisely shaped using cutting-edge technology and superior ma-
chining. After an accurate quality test each wooden piece is then carefully hand-
crafted and assembled in Vienna. 

Woodify are made out of selected seasoned woods, to ensure the greatest sound 
results and quality of the product. 

Great care is being put into the choice of quality materials and the design of each 
component to make Woodify a unique product. 

TECHNOLOGY



BEECH WOOD

CHERRY WOOD WALNUT

WALNUT & ZEBRANO ASH & ZEBRANO

925NS 14K 14K 22K18K 9-10K 14K 18K9-10K

925NS 9-10K925 14K9-10K

WOODIFY FOR FLUTE
Improve the sound of your flute: Get a more dense and full sound and increase 
projection. Staccato and speed of emission are also improved.

https://www.alessandrobaticci.com/product-page/woodify-model-s
https://www.alessandrobaticci.com/product-page/woodify-insert-walnut-and-zebrano
https://www.alessandrobaticci.com/product-page/woodify-insert-ash-wood-and-zebrano
https://www.alessandrobaticci.com/product-page/woodify-model-s-cherry-wood
https://www.alessandrobaticci.com/product-page/woodify-model-s-walnut


VENETIAN OLIVE BOXWOOD ZEBRANO

MARBLE WOOD OVANGKOL EBONY

LEFT HAND SUPPORT 
Improve speed and coordination in the left hand by reducing unnecesary tensions. 
Feel a comfortable and secure grip on your flute.

https://www.alessandrobaticci.com/product-page/fingergo-venetian-olive-wood
https://www.alessandrobaticci.com/product-page/fingergo-castello-boxwood
https://www.alessandrobaticci.com/product-page/fingergo-zebrano
https://www.alessandrobaticci.com/product-page/fingergo-marblewood
https://www.alessandrobaticci.com/product-page/fingergo-ovangkol
https://www.alessandrobaticci.com/product-page/fingergo-macassar-ebony


CHERRY BEECH WOOD CHERRY

NS 925925NS

WOODIFY FOR ALTO AND BASS FLUTE
Woodify improves the responsivity of low instruments, giving them great accuracy 
in the articulation. It also improves tone density as well as sound volume, making 
it the ideal add-on for alto and bass flute. Because of the different borings of such 
instruments, each piece is uniquely hand-crated to perfectly fit on the instrument. 

ALTO FLUTE BASS FLUTE

https://www.alessandrobaticci.com/product-page/alto-flute-cherry-wood
https://www.alessandrobaticci.com/product-page/woodify-bass-flute-beech-wood
https://www.alessandrobaticci.com/product-page/woodify-bass-flute-cherry-wood


AMARANT EBONY COCOBOLO

PALISANDER MAKASSAR AMAZAKOUE

WOODIFY FOR BASSOON

https://www.alessandrobaticci.com/product-page/woodify-cocobolo
https://www.alessandrobaticci.com/product-page/woodify-makassar-ebony
https://www.alessandrobaticci.com/product-page/woodify-amaranth
https://www.alessandrobaticci.com/product-page/woodify-amaranth
https://www.alessandrobaticci.com/product-page/woodify-makassar-ebony
https://www.alessandrobaticci.com/product-page/woodify-cocobolo


Inventor of Woodify, flautist, composer and entrepreneur, Alessandro is active in-
ternationally in the field of classical contemporary music and sound art. Engage-
ments have taken him to Japan, USA, Russia, Argentina, China, Switzerland, Taiwan, 
and all over Europe, performing in the most important venues and festivals such as 
Salzburger Festspiele, Lucerne Festival, Warsaw Autumn, Elbphilarmonie, Wiener 
Musikverein, Wiener Konzerthaus, and others.
 
His inventive approach brought him to develop electro-acoustical instruments, di-
gital control- and mapping systems for musical instruments as well as sound solu-
tions for winds instruments.

Alessandro lives and works in Vienna, where he designs and creates Woodify. 

ALESSANDRO BATICCI

www.alessandrobaticci.com

http://www.alessandrobaticci.com 


CONTACT

Mag. art. Alessandro Baticci

Hohlweggasse 37/32
1030-AT Vienna
AUSTRIA

+43 (0) 699 1054 1552

woodifyflute@gmail.com

www.alessandrobaticci.com/woodify
www.alessandrobaticci.com/shop

mailto:woodifyflute%40gmail.com%20?subject=
mailto:woodifyflute%40gmail.com%20?subject=
http://www.alessandrobaticci.com/woodify
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